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Introduction
Objective
The WS-BPEL 2.0 Primer is a non-normative document intended to provide an easily readable description of the WS-BPEL language, and is oriented towards walking through a typical scenario in which WS-BPEL could be utilized.  This primer describes the language features through numerous examples which are complemented by several links to the normative WS-BPEL 2.0 specification.
Blah blah blah
Non-Normative Status 
Blah blah blahThis primer is a non-normative document, which means that it does not  provide a definitive specification of the WS-BPEL language.  The examples and explanations in this document are provided to help you understand WS-BPEL but may not necessarily provide definitive answers. When definitive answers are required you should refer to the WS-BPEL 2.0 specification.  
Relationship to the WS-BPEL Specification
Blah blah blahAs stated earlier, the WS-BPEL Primer is a non-normative document.  Non-normative means the purpose of this document is to be an informative and explanatory guide to the WS-BPEL language.  The normative or definitional reference to WS-BPEL is the WS-BPEL 2.0 specification.  The WS-BPEL Primer contains several links to the WS-BPEL 2.0 specification to further clarify elements of the WS-BPEL language.
Assumptions
Readers of this document are assumed to be familiar with the following topics:
	XML (including XML Schema and the XML Infoset)

XSLT
	Web Services
WSDL
	Other????
Acronym Clarification
WS-BPEL, BPEL4WS, BPEL
WS-BPEL is an acronym for Web Services Business Process Execution Language.  WS-BPEL is a revision of the original acronym BPEL4WS (Business Process Execution Language for Web Services).   
The preferred acronym is WS-BPEL for the following reasons:
	BPEL4WS refers to the 1.1 and 1.0 versions of the specification
	BPEL may cause confusion because it does not refer to either version of the specification

History of WS-BPEL
Design Goals JBE John Evdemon  These apparently are not going to appear in the spec so I am leaving them here. 
Goal 1:  Define business processes that interact with external entities through Web service operations defined using WSDL 1.1 and that manifest themselves as Web services defined using WSDL 1.1.  The interactions are “abstract” in the sense that the dependence is on portType definitions, not on port definitions.  
	Goal 2:  Define business processes using an XML based language. Do not define a graphical representation of processes or provide any particular design methodology for processes.
	Goal 3:  Define a set of Web service orchestration concepts that are meant to be used in common by both the external (abstract) and internal (executable) views of a business process. Such a business process defines the behavior of a single autonomous entity, typically operating in interaction with other similar peer entities. It is recognized that each usage pattern (i.e. abstract view and executable view) will require a few specialized extensions, but these extensions are to be kept to a minimum and tested against requirements such as import/export and conformance checking that link the two usage patterns.
	Goal 4:  Provide both hierarchical and graph-like control regimes, and allow their usage to be blended as seamlessly as possible. This should reduce the fragmentation of the process modeling space.
	Goal 5 : Provide limited data manipulation functions that are sufficient for the simple manipulation of data that is needed to define process relevant data and control flow.
	Goal 6: Support an identification mechanism for process instances that allows the definition of instance identifiers at the application message level.  Instance identifiers should be partner defined and may change over time.
	Goal 7: Support the implicit creation and termination of process instances as the basic lifecycle mechanism. Advanced lifecycle operations like suspend, resume may be added in future releases for enhanced lifecycle management.
	Goal 8: Define a long-running transaction model that is based on practically proven techniques like compensation actions and scoping to support failure recovery for parts of long-running business processes.
	Goal 9: Use Web services as the model for process decomposition and assembly. 
	Goal 10: Build on compatible Web services standards and standards proposals as much as possible in a composable and modular manner. 
XLANG and WSFL
The Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS) was first conceived in July, 2002 with the release of the BPEL4WS 1.0 specification, a joint effort by IBM, Microsoft, and BEA. This document proposed an orchestration language inspired by previous variations, such as IBM’s Web Services Flow LanguageWeb Services Flow LanguageSee WSFL (WSFLWSFL) and Microsoft’s XLANGXLANG specification.
Joined by other contributors from SAP and Siebel Systems, version 1.1 of the BPEL4WS specification was released less than a year later, in May of 2003. This version received more attention and vendor support, leading to a number of commercially available BPEL4WS-compliant orchestration engines. Just prior to this release, the BPEL4WS specification was submitted to an OASIS technical committee so that the specification could be developed into an official, open standard.
Scenario
Description
The case study in this primer follows the step-by-step process which a consulting firm  named Perspective Technology Corp.(hereafter referred to as “PTC”) uses to build a WS-BPEL process definition for their new Timesheet Submission Process.
Getting Started – Basic Concepts JBE John Evdemon  Proposal: rather than cover the entire language. Simply walk through a scenario and BRIEFLY discuss each language element as it is added to the scenario…. 
Core Language Structure
This section walks through several basic features of the WS-BPEL language and includes several examples related to the previously described scenario.
The process JBE John Evdemon  Insert link to spec  element
The process Lelementet’s begin with  is the root element of a WS-BPEL process definition. It is assigned a name value using the name attribute and is used to establish the process definition-related namespaces. 
<process name="TimesheetSubmissionProcess" 
         targetNamespace="http://www.xmltc.com/ptc/process/" 
         xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2003/03/business-process/"
         xmlns:bpl="http://www.xmltc.com/ptc/process/"
         xmlns:emp="http://www.xmltc.com/ptc/employee/"
         xmlns:inv="http://www.xmltc.com/ptc/invoice/"
         xmlns:tst="http://www.xmltc.com/ptc/timesheet/"
         xmlns:not="http://www.xmltc.com/ptc/notification/">
	<partnerLinks>
		...
	</partnerLinks>
	<variables>
		...
	</variables>
	<sequence>
		...
	</sequence>
	...
</process>
Example: A skeleton process definition.

The process construct contains a series of common child elements explained in the following sections.


The partnerLinks JBE John Evdemon  Insert link to spec  and partnerLink JBE John Evdemon  Insert link to spec  elements

A partnerLink element establishes the port type of the service (partner) that will be participating during the execution of the business process. Partner services can act as a client to the process, responsible for invoking the process service. Alternatively, partner services can be invoked by the process service itself. 


The contents of a partnerLink element represent the communication exchange between two partners – the process service being one partner and another service being the other. Depending on the nature of the communication, the role of the process service will vary. For instance, a process service that is invoked by an external service may act in the role of “TimesheetSubmissionProcess.” However, when this same process service invokes a different service to have an invoice verified, it acts within a different role, perhaps “InvoiceClient.” The partnerLink element therefore contains the myRole and partnerRole attributes that establish the service provider role of the process service and the partner service respectively. 


Put simply, the myRole attribute is used when the process service is invoked by a partner client service, because in this situation the process service acts as the service provider. The partnerRole attribute identifies the partner service that the process service will be invoking, since that would make the partner service the service provider.
  

Note that both myRole and partnerRole attributes can be used by the same partnerLink element when it is expected that the process service will act as both service requestor and service provider with the same partner service. For example, during asynchronous communication between the process and partner services, the myRole setting indicates the process service’s role during the callback of the partner service.

<partnerLinks>
	<partnerLink name="client" 
		partnerLinkType="tns:TimesheetSubmissionType" 
		myRole="TimesheetSubmissionServiceProvider"/>
	<partnerLink name="Invoice" 
		partnerLinkType="inv:InvoiceType" 
		partnerRole="InvoiceServiceProvider"/>
	<partnerLink name="Timesheet" 
		partnerLinkType="tst:TimesheetType" 
		partnerRole="TimesheetServiceProvider"/>
	<partnerLink name="Employee" 
		partnerLinkType="emp:EmployeeType" 
		partnerRole="EmployeeServiceProvider"/>
	<partnerLink name="Notification" 
		partnerLinkType="not:NotificationType" 
		partnerRole="NotificationServiceProvider"/>
</partnerLinks>
Example: The partnerLinks construct containing one partnerLink element in which the process service is invoked by an external client partner, and four partnerLink elements that identify partner services invoked by the process service.

You’ll notice that in Example above, each of the partnerLink elements also contains a partnerLinkType attribute. This refers to the partnerLinkType construct, as explained next.
The partnerLinkType JBE John Evdemon  Insert link to spec  element

For each partner service involved in a process, partnerLinkType elements identify the WSDL portType elements referenced by the partnerLink elements within the process definition. Therefore, these constructs are typically embedded directly within the WSDL documents of every partner service (including the process service).


The partnerLinkType construct contains one role element for each role the service can play, as defined by the partnerLink myRole and partnerRole attributes. Therefore, a partnerLinkType will have either one or two child role elements.

<definitions name="Employee" 
    	targetNamespace="http://www.xmltc.com/ptc/employee/wsdl/"
	xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"
	xmlns:plnk="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2003/05/partner-link/"
	...
>
  	...
	<plnk:partnerLinkType name="EmployeeServiceType"
		xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2003/05/partner-link/">
		<plnk:role name="EmployeeServiceProvider">
			<portType name="emp:EmployeeInterface"/>
		</plnk:role>
	</plnk:partnerLinkType>
  ...
</definitions>
Example: A WSDL definitions construct containing a partnerLinkType construct.

Note that multiple partnerLink elements can reference the same partnerLinkType. This is useful for when a process service has the same relationship with multiple partner services. All of the partner services can therefore use the same process service portType elements.


Note: In version 2.0 of the WS-BPEL specification it is being proposed that the portType element be changed so that it exists as an attribute of the role element.

The variables JBE John Evdemon  Insert link to spec  element

WS-BPEL process services commonly use the variables construct to store state information related to the immediate workflow logic. Entire messages and data sets formatted as XSD schema types can be placed into a variable and retrieved later during the course of the process. The type of data that can be assigned to a variable element needs to be predefined using one of the following three attributes: messageType, element, or type.


The messageType attribute allows for the variable to contain an entire WSDL-defined message, whereas the element attribute simply refers to an XSD element construct. The type attribute can be used to just represent an XSD simpleType, such as string or integer.

<variables>
      <variable name="ClientSubmission" 
		messageType="bpl:receiveSubmitMessage"/>
      <variable name="EmployeeHoursRequest" 
		messageType="emp:getWeeklyHoursRequestMessage"/>
      <variable name="EmployeeHoursResponse" 
		messageType="emp:getWeeklyHoursResponseMessage"/>      
      <variable name="EmployeeHistoryRequest" 
		messageType="emp:updateHistoryRequestMessage"/>      
      <variable name="EmployeeHistoryResponse" 
		messageType="emp:updateHistoryResponseMessage"/>  
	...
</variables>
Example: The variables construct hosting only some of the child variable elements used later by the Timesheet Submission Process.

Typically, a variable with the messageType attribute is defined for each input and output message processed by the process definition. The value of this attribute is the message name from the partner process definition.
The getVariableProperty JBE John Evdemon  Insert link to spec  and getVariableData functions

WS-BPEL provides built-in functions that allow information stored in or associated with variables to be processed during the execution of a business process.
getVariableProperty JBE John Evdemon   (variable name, property name) 
This function allows global property values to be retrieved from variables. It simply accepts the variable and property names as input and returns the requested value.
getVariableData(variable name, part name, location path) 
Because variables are commonly used to manage state information, this function is required to provide other parts of the process logic access to this data. The getVariableData function has a mandatory variable name parameter, and two optional arguments that can be used to specify a specific part of the variable data.

In our examples we use the getVariableData function a number of times to retrieve message data from variables.:

In our examples we use the getVariableData function a number of times to retrieve message data from variables. 
getVariableData(‘InvoiceHoursResponse’,‘ResponseParameter’)	
getVariableData(‘input’,’payload’,‘/tns:TimesheetType/Hours/...’)
Example: Two getVariableData functions being used to retrieve specific pieces of data from different variables.
The sequence JBE John Evdemon  Insert link  to spec  element
The sequence construct allows you to organize a series of activities so that they are executed in a predefined, sequential order. WS-BPEL provides numerous activities that can be used to express the workflow logic within the process definition. The remaining element descriptions in this section explain the fundamental set of activities used as part of our upcoming case study examples.
<sequence>
      <receive>








		...
      </receive>
      <assign>
		...
      </assign>
      <invoke>
		...
      </invoke>
      <reply>
		...		
      </reply>
</sequence>
Example: A skeleton sequence construct containing only some of the many activity elements provided by WS-BPEL.

Note that sequence elements can be nested, allowing you to define sequences within sequences.
The invoke JBE John Evdemon  link to spec
  element
This element identifies the operation of a partner service that the process definition intends to invoke during the course of its execution. The invoke element is equipped with five common attributes which further specify the details of the invocation (see table below).

Attribute
Description
partnerLink
This element names the partner service via its corresponding partnerLink.
portType
The element used to identify the portType element of the partner service.
operation
The partner service operation to which the process service will need to send its request.
inputVariable
The input message that will be used to communicate with the partner service operation. Note that it is referred to as a variable because it is referencing a WS-BPEL variable element with a messageType attribute.
outputVariable
This element is used when communication is based on the request-response MEP. The return value is stored in a separate variable element.
invoke element attributes.
<invoke name="ValidateWeeklyHours" 
	partnerLink="Employee" 
	portType="emp:EmployeeInterface" 
	operation="GetWeeklyHoursLimit" 
	inputVariable="EmployeeHoursRequest" 
	outputVariable="EmployeeHoursResponse"/>
Example: The invoke element identifying the target partner service details.
The receive JBE John Evdemon  link to spec
  element

The receive element allows us to establish the information a process service expects upon receiving a request from an external client partner service. In this case, the process service is viewed as a service provider waiting to be invoked.


The receive element contains a set of attributes, each of which is assigned a value relating to the expected incoming communication (see table below).

Attribute
Description
partnerLink
The client partner service identified in the corresponding partnerLink construct.
portType
The partner service’s portType involved in the message transfer.
operation
The partner service’s operation that will be issuing the request to the process service.
variable
The process definition variable construct in which the incoming request message will be stored.
createInstance
When this attribute is set to “yes” the receipt of this particular request may be responsible for creating a new instance of the process.
receive JBE John Evdemon  link to spec  element attributes.
Note that this element can also be used to receive callback messages during an asynchronous message exchange.
<receive name="receiveInput" 
	partnerLink="client" 
	portType="tns:TimesheetSubmissionInterface" 
	operation="Submit" 
	variable="ClientSubmission" 
	createInstance="yes"/>
Example: The receive element used in the Timesheet Submission Process definition to indicate the client partner service responsible for launching the process with the submission of a timesheet document.
The reply JBE John Evdemon  \link to spec
  element
Where there’s a receive element, there’s a reply element when a synchronous exchange is being mapped out. The reply element is responsible for establishing the details of returning a response message to the requesting client partner service. Because this element is associated with the same partnerLink element as its corresponding receive element, it repeats a number of the same attributes (see table below).

Attribute
Description
partnerLink
The same partnerLink element established in the receive element.
portType
The same portType element displayed in the receive element.
Operation
The same operation element from the receive element.
Variable
The process service variable element that holds the message that is returned to the partner service.
messageExchange
It is being proposed that this optional attribute be added by the WS-BPEL 2.0 specification. It allows for the reply element to be explicitly associated with a message activity capable of receiving a message (such as the receive element).


reply element attributes.
<reply partnerLink="client" 
	portType="TimeSubmissionProcessInterface" 
     operation="SubmitTimesheet" 
     variable="TimesheetSubmissionResponse"/>
Example: A potential companion reply element to the previously displayed receive element.
The switch, case JBE John Evdemon  link to spec
 , and otherwise JBE John Evdemon  link to spec  elements

These three structured activity elements allow us to add conditional logic to our process definition, similar to the familiar select case/case else constructs used in traditional programming languages. The switch element establishes the scope of the conditional logic, wherein multiple case constructs can be nested to check for various conditions using a condition attribute. When a condition attribute resolves to “true,” the activities defined within the corresponding case construct are executed.

The otherwise element can be added as a catch all at the end of the switch construct. Should all preceding case conditions fail, the activities within the otherwise construct are executed.

<switch>
	<case condition="getVariableData(‘EmployeeResponseMessage’,‘ResponseParameter’)=0">
		... 
	</case>
	<otherwise>
		...		
	</otherwise>
</switch>
Example: A skeleton case element wherein the condition attribute uses the getVariableData function to compare the content of the EmployeeResponseMessage variable to a zero value.
Note: It has been proposed that the switch, case, and otherwise elements be replaced with if, elseif, and else elements in WS-BPEL 2.0.
The assign, copy, from, and to  JBE John Evdemon  link to spec elements
This set of elements simply gives us the ability to copy values between process variables, which allows us to pass around data throughout a process as information is received and modified during the process execution.
<assign>
	<copy>
     		<from variable="TimesheetSubmissionFailedMessage"/>
           <to variable="EmployeeNotificationMessage"/>
	</copy>
	<copy>
     		<from variable="TimesheetSubmissionFailedMessage"/>
           <to variable="ManagerNotificationMessage"/>
	</copy>
</assign>
Example: Within this assign construct, the contents of the TimesheetSubmissionFailedMessage variable are copied to two different message variables. 

Note that the copy construct can process a variety of data transfer functions (for example, only a part of a message can be extracted and copied into a variable). Also, from and to elements can contain optional part and query attributes that allow for specific parts or values of the variable to be referenced.
faultHandlers, catch, and catchAll  JBE John Evdemon  elseif elements
This construct can contain multiple catch elements, each of which provides activities that perform exception handling for a specific type of error condition. Faults can be generated by the receipt of a WSDL-defined fault message, or they can be explicitly triggered through the use of the throw element. The faultHandlers construct can consist of (or end with) a catchAll element to house default error handling activities.
<faultHandlers>
	<catch faultName="SomethingBadHappened" 
		faultVariable="TimesheetFault">
		...
	</catch>
	<catchAll>
		...
	</catchAll>
</faultHandlers>
Example: The faultHandlers construct hosting catch and catchAll child constructs.
Other WS-BPEL elements
The table below provides brief descriptions of other relevant parts of the WS-BPEL language.
Element
Description
compensationHandler
A WS-BPEL process definition can define a compensation process that kicks in a series of activities when certain conditions occur to justify a compensation. These activities are kept in the compensationHandler construct. (For more information about compensations, see the Business activities section in Chapter 6.)
correlationSets
WS-BPEL uses this element to implement correlation, primarily to associate messages with process instances. A message can belong to multiple correlationSets. Further, message properties can be defined within WSDL documents.
empty
This simple element allows you to state that no activity should occur for a particular condition.
eventHandlers
The eventHandlers element enables a process to respond to events during the execution of process logic. This construct can contain onMessage and onAlarm child elements that trigger process activity upon the arrival of specific types of messages (after a predefined period of time, or at a specific date and time, respectively).
Exit
See the terminate element description below.
Flow
A flow construct allows you to define a series of activities that can occur concurrently and are required to complete after all have finished executing. Dependencies between activities within a flow construct are defined using the child link element.
Pick
Similar to the eventHandlers element, this construct can also contain child onMessage and onAlarm elements, but is used more to respond to external events for which process execution is suspended.
scope
Portions of logic within a process definition can be sub-divided into scopes using this construct. This allows you to define variables, faultHandlers, correlationSets, compensationHandler, and eventHandlers elements local to the scope.
terminate
This element effectively destroys the process instance. The WS-BPEL 2.0 specification proposes that this element be renamed to exit.
throw
WS-BPEL supports numerous fault conditions. Using the throw element allows you to explicitly trigger a fault state in response to a specific condition.
Wait
The wait element can be set to introduce an intentional delay within the process. Its value can be a set time or a predefined date.
while
This useful element allows you to define a loop. As with the case element, it contains a condition attribute that, as long as it continues resolving to “true”, will continue to execute the activities within the while construct.
Quick reference table providing short descriptions for additional WS-BPEL elements (listed in alphabetical order).
Summary of key points
·	A WS-BPEL process definition is represented at runtime by the process service. 
·	Services that participate in WS-BPEL defined processes are considered partner services, and are established as part of the process definition.
·	Numerous activity elements are provided by WS-BPEL to implement various types of process logic.


Advanced Concepts
Advanced Web Service Interactions
Explain pick, processes with multiple receive activities, event handlers …
Explain properties and correlation sets …
Explain Message Exchange Patterns …
Advanced Control Flow
Explain parallel forEach …
Explain other activities (wait, exit, empty, validate) …
Dynamic Business Partner Resolution
Explain dynamic EPR assignment …
Concurrent Data Manipulation
Explain isolation concepts …
Undoing Completed Work
Explain long-running business transactions and compensation handling …
Terminating Running Work
Explain termination processing and termination handlers …
More Advanced Concepts
Language Extensibility
Explain ExtensionActivity, ExpressionLanguage/QueryLanguage, and general extension points … 
Abstract Processes
An abstract process represents the public observable behavior of two parties engaged in a collaboration.  The figure below provides a simple illustration of this concept:
				*** to be added ***
Abstract BPEL scenarios:

	Describe the interactions with a single partner.  A description that can be used by the originator and the partner as a specification for what each needs to do to collaborate.  
	Describe the interactions with several partners.  A description that can be used by the originator and all the partners as a specification for what each needs to do to collaborate with the originator.
	Describe the publicly visible behaviour plus some information about the internal processing - an intermediate form.
	Assist ththe policing of the interaction between a single entity and one or more of its partners.
	A mechanism for communicating among developers. and perhaps particularly between the application architect and the application developer – as a specification for the development of the business process application / system.
	Public behaviour contract between two parties.
	Describing a business protocol between two, or more, parties (with the constraint that the exchanges described are all with a single party i.e. one party is the focus or ‘hub’).
	A template for another abstract process that is effectively a variant of the first with the parts that can be changed constrained.
	A template for an executable process with the parts that can be changed constrained.

Explain templating, externally observable behavior, business protocols …
Using WS-BPEL
Applying WS-BPEL to our scenario
Considerations
Summary
Benefits of WS-BPEL
Next Steps
 JBE John Evdemon  TBD Appendices
WS-BPEL FAQ
What is the difference between orchestration and choreography?
WS-BPEL is an orchestration language, not a choreography langauge.  The primary difference between orchestration and choreography is scope.  A choreography model provides a larger scope, encompassing all parties and their associated interactions (e.g. a peer to peer model).  An orchestration model is between two participants (specifically focusing on the view of one participant). jevdemon jevdemon  Needs work  
Why isn’t there a standard notation for WS-BPEL? 
This was considered out of scope.  See the original design goals in section 3.1 of this document. 
Who is implementing WS-BPEL?
At the time thjs primer was prepared the following organizations had committed to supporting WS-BPEL (this is by no means an exhaustive list):
	Active Endpoints ActiveWebflow Server 	
	ActiveBPEL Engine (open source). 	
	BEA WebLogic Workshop
	bexee BPEL Execution Engine (open source) 	
	Cape Clear Orchestrator 	
	FiveSight PXE 	
	IBM WebSphere Business Integration – Server Foundation
	Microsoft BizTalk Server
	Microsoft Windows Workflow Foundation
	OpenLink Virtuoso Universal Server 	
	OpenStorm ChoreoServer 	
	Oracle BPEL Process Manager 	
	Parasoft BPEL Maestro 	
	SeeBeyond eInsight BPM 
	Sun Java Studio Enterprise	
	Twister (open source) 

What  are the differences between BPEL4WS 1.1 and has changed in OASIS WS-BPEL 2.0? JBE John Evdemon  Any volunteers on this one?
 
New activity types (if-then-else, repeatUntil, validate, forEach, extensionActivity) 
	Completion condition in forEach activity 
	Variable initialization 
	XSLT for variable transformations (New XPath extension function bpws:doXslTransform) 
	XPath access to variable data (XPath variable syntax $variable[.part]/location) 
	XML schema variables in Web service activities (for WS-I doc/lit style service interactions) 
	Locally declared messageExchange (internal correlation of receive and reply activities) 
	Clarification of Abstract Processes (syntax and semantics) 
 JBE John Evdemon  Add links to appropriate locations in the spec Any volunteers on this one?
What is WS-BPEL’s relationship to WS-CAF, BPSS, BPMN, WSCDL and BPEL-J?
WS-CAF: WS-CAF is a Choreography initiative, unlike WS-BPEL which is an Orchestration language.  Simply put, WS-CAF defines a “global” process model which includes all participants in the process and each of their responsibilities.  WS-BPEL defines a single participant’s view into a process.
	BPSS: BPSS is a Choreography language, unlike WS-BPEL which is an Orchestration language.  BPSS defines a “global” process model which includes all participants in the process and each of their responsibilities.  WS-BPEL defines a single participant’s view into a process.
	BPMN:  Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is OMG’s graphical notation that for documenting a business process.   A paper is available that illustrates how BPMN can be mapped to BPEL.  Note that this paper may not be aligned with the latest version of the WS-BPEL 2.0 specification. 
	BPEL-J:  
	BPXL:  BPXL is an intiative launched by BPMI (now part of OMG).  The gosl of BPXL is to define a standardized way for extending the base WS-BPEL specification.
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